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Comic Books in the Classroom?
An Exploration of Their Potential
for Literacy Development
BY MIRIAM SHUMBA

C

omic books in the classroom! Some may say it is unconventional, but those willing to look closely will see
opportunities for developing literacy through the creative art in comic books. As popular as comics are
with children, we may be behind in exploring the possibilities they offer as a tool to teach students the
skills they need for reading proficiency and confidence in language arts.

You may wonder how I came to write about using
comic books in the classroom when I am not an artist
myself. I took part in the Literacy Arts Comic Book
Project (LACB) sponsored by ArtServe of Michigan,
a non-profit arts advocacy organization serving our
state. I learned much about the value of comics in
my third-grade classroom as a result of my involvement in the LACB. Here I would like to share what
I learned so that you may want to explore ways
of energizing your language arts classroom using
comics.

known to interest children more than other genres
(Chia-Hui, 2005). The notion that the arts included
in the curriculum will help all learners achieve was
one of the reasons I got involved in the LACB Project. The project objectives included integrating comic
book study into any reading program and giving
teachers ideas for using visual art as a method to
advance children's reading and writing abilities.

The LACB Project

McCloud (1993) describes comics as visual images
that are pleasing to the eye. They don't just convey
messages but also have an aesthetic quality most
people are drawn to. I think of them as not scaring
the reader but seeming more like friendly literature.
McCloud (1993) claims that comics require much
more from the reader than regular text, and I agree.
He mentions the use of deductive reasoning and the
use of interpretative skills that are required of the
comic book reader.

In the fall of 2006 our school, along with five other
elementary schools, became involved in this arts
demonstration project. Its premise was to explore
ways of using comics to assist in the development of
literacy skills in the classroom. As a group of thirdand fourth-grade teachers, we explored techniques
that could best utilize this sometimes forgotten literature form to achieve our instructional goals. You
may ask why comics, but I asked why not comics?
The importance of the arts in literacy development
has long been recognized, but the push for standardized testing may have caused many schools to ignore
this important facet of learning and unique form for
expressing appreciation of life. In her article about
integrating art in the classroom, Lynch (2007) states
"the arts provide learners with supportive segues
into the unfamiliar or difficult while simultaneously
nudging them to explore content from entirely new
perspectives" (p. 2). In particular, comics have been

What Are Comics? Or
Understanding Comics

In my youth, I read comics perhaps because I'm
generally a visual learner. Whether reading novels
or academic text, my mind was filled with images,
and those mental pictures stuck to my long-term
memory. I invested a lot of time looking at the
pictures and reading the accompanying words. Both
were equally important to me. As a curious teenager,
I mostly read Archie comics because they were the
easiest ones to find. I occasionally read a few of the
action comics. though I preferred the comedy genre
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of comics. As an adult, I read the comic strips in
newspapers looking for a quick laugh to start my
day.
I enjoyed reading comics that were more about
emotions and social interaction than straight action.
McCloud (1993) describes those as comics that
move from moment-to-moment as opposed to action
after action. If you would like to know more, Scott
McCloud's book Understanding Comics, The Invisible
Art is written in comic book form and is filled with
detailed and fascinating information about comics
from around the world and from centuries ago.

Most Profound Lessons
My involvement in the LACB project led me to
discover connections between what I teach in
language arts and the fundamentally interesting
literature of comics. Before the comic book project I
believed it was important to allow children to read
whatever they wanted. My philosophy was if all
my students read were comics then-great! I didn't
discourage them as long as they were reading. Now
I understand that comics go beyond just reading
for pleasure. By exploring ways to teach writing,
genres, character analysis, setting, comprehension,
and inference through comics, I realized the power of
comics in an elementary classroom. The list of skills
was endless and many of the ideas for teaching with
comics grew out of our work together as a team of
university professor, comic book artist, art teacher,
and classroom teachers to come up with lesson plans
we could use in our classrooms. I would like to share
with you the ideas I gathered from my work in the
LACB Project.

Lessons From the Comic
Book Artist
What was most memorable was the opportunity to
work with the comic book artist, Jerzy Drozd. When
Jerzy came to my classroom, my students were
promptly focused. What stood out to me during his
first visit was the way the students were instantly
engaged feeling a kinship with him. I imagined the
children thinking, "Drawing is fun, we love to draw,
and this artist Jerzy Drozd is very good. He can draw
superheroes in seconds and not even use an eraser.
I'm going to pay attention to this!" The students were
truly energized. I know many schools are unable
to get a renowned ar--tist to visit their classrooms.
Whether you are able to host a visiting artist or
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not, I am hoping what I share here helps you in the
meantime.
Jerzy's first visit included a demonstration of the
links between space, detail, and time. He began by
showing the students two frames and asking them
which took the longest to read. Students shared their
own ideas, which were surprisingly accurate. The
bigger frame (the one with the most details) did take
longer.
I was amazed at how quickly students grasped the
concept of detail=time and space=time. They were
able to gauge which frames would take the longest
time because of the amount of details it had. This
was a great exercise in getting students to think
analytically about what they were seeing and reading.
Learning about the structure and some of the
rules for creating comic books drew the interest of
students and would help them later as they begin to
create their own comics. This lesson had students
thinking outside their comfort zone causing them
to stretch their creativity and imagination. It was
interesting to hear them use vocabulary they had not
used before and apply it to something they enjoyed.
Another of Jerzy's lessons focused on characters. He
showed two very different characters students knew,
Miss Piggy and Batman. He asked them to predict
what each character was like by just looking at their
pictures. My students were able to analyze emotional
and physical attributes in a way they hadn't before.
Analyzing characters and coming up with conclusions about them is an important skill in reading
(Tompkins, 2003). Later, when it came time for them
to create their own characters, they were able to
bring to mind what they had learned and develop
each character in several dimensions.

Applying Comic Books to
Teaching-My Turn
After watching Jerzy for several weeks, observing
and noting the vocabulary he used and how the
children's knowledge developed from these lessons,
I was ready to try a lesson on my own. The first
idea I tried was using comics as a tool for retelling.
I wanted students to apply specific content they had
learned in creating their own comic art. I engaged
my students in the study of the Tuskegee Airmen
and the Bessie Coleman story. Students were asked
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to retell these events in several ways using their own
themes. They could retell it exactly as it happened
featuring all the main events or pick a particular
point in the story from which to begin. They also had
the option of creating a comic inspired by the story
of Bessie Coleman. I must say, I had not seen my
students this eager to work in a long time.

The most remarkable thing about the retelling
exercise was the particular events the students chose
to put in their respective comic books and the visual
images they drew. Many educators understand
the importance of pictures in reading (Strickland,
Ganske, & Monroe, 2003) and appreciate how
illustrations help students with comprehension,

Retelling of Bessie Coleman story by Zahji, age 8.
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especially in the early grades. I can testify to the link
between visual drawings accompanied by written
text and an increase in my students' comprehension.
The pictures they drew did speak a thousand words,
though some chose to write a few words to explain
each picture. Just think of the amount of thought,
involvement, and planning that went into creating
their comics!

comics students can give reasons as to why
certain events were included in the frames
and others were not. The visual aspect will
make it easier for students to understand the
author's purpose.
Summarizing-Summarizing is another
important skill utilized throughout every
grade level. Both reading and creating comics
can teach summarization skills.

In this retelling lesson, I was very impressed with
the students who chose to write a sequel to the
Bessie Colelman story. Though in real life Bessie
died in a plane crash, Zahji decided to change the
story into a fantasy where Bessie came back to life in
another form. This level of creativity was certainly
inspired by what students learned from comics and
the methods presented by Jerzy. (See the comic on
page 84 for another student's version.)

More Ideas for Using Comics
What other ways can classroom teachers use comic
books to teach literacy? The LACB Project ended
with several of us meeting to create lesson plans
based on our work in the project. As we co-authored
the lessons, we discussed many approaches including
whether to focus first on the art and then the literacy
or begin with literacy and end with art. Though,
ultimately, it doesn't rp.atter, we felt that it may be
more effective to initially focus on the art and then
use those skills to teac;;h skills in the language arts.
Here is a sample of what we featured in our lesson
plans:
Sequencing-Students can learn to appreciate sequence in the early elementary grades
using comic books. Comic books are usually
set sequentially, the action moving from one
frame to another. Students can cut out comic
strips and then put them in sequence. This
requires deductive reasoning, inferring, and
language skills.

Genres-Comics offer different types and
styles of stories that students can enjoy and
explore.
Taking positions-This is an important skill
needed in current standardized testing.
Why not use comics to reinforce or introduce
different perspectives and try taking a stand
on topics and issues?
Besides using visuals to teach language arts skills,
teachers can help students take a skill and apply it
in the creation of comics as shown by the retelling
of the Bessie Coleman story. Drawing has a role in
language development. Students may not be able to
explain something in words, and drawing may play
a part in releasing creativity in certain students
(Strickland, Ganske, & Monroe, 2002).

Points to Remember about
Comics
If you are considering using comics but still have
some hesitation, here are some points I took into
consideration that encouraged me to bring comics
into my teaching:
1.

Students don't have to be great artists to
enjoy creating comics. Stick figures are also
effective in conveying a message just as we
know that a circle, two dots and a straight
line represents a happy face.

Character Analysis-Students can compare
different characters they read about in
comics. Comic books offer visual aspects to
characters that are missing in many books.

2.

Many comics may have simple drawings but
the stories are complex.

3.

Students who enjoy reading comics should
not be stopped.

Setting-The setting is very important in
comics. The setting can often communicate
the actions and emotions of characters.

4. If you can't draw feet then draw only the top
portion of a person.

Author's purpose-This is usually a difficult
concept for younger children to grasp but in
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5.

Children already love comics. They will read
them; they will write and draw them with
pleasure.
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Future Plans
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While I may have wondered about my students'
response to comics, not any more. I'm excited to say
that after being given five possible formats for their
book reports, all of my students chose to do their
book reports in comic book form. One student in
particular was so eager to share his work with the
class he turned it in 4 days before it was due! When I
asked him about why he turned his work in early he
replied, "I was so excited to do my drawings and tell
Donovan's story in comic book form. I just kept on
going because I like drawing and coloring."
Though you may be hesitant, teaching with comics
is worth a try. Mention comics in your language
arts classroom and watch your students' response.
Their enthusiasm will persuade you to attempt using
comics and see incredible results. Even if you are not
able to utilize comics to achieve every literacy benchmark, your students will venture into the world of
art, visualization, drawing, and stories while they
enjoy learning well beyond the typical, everyday
classroom text
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